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ABSTRACT

When crafting and passing health care reform, did policy makers appreciate and attempt to address potential implementation and sustainability challenges, or were they largely
oblivious to the reality that adoption of the Affordable Care
Act (ACA) would not automatically settle its future? Utilizing
in-depth, in-person interviews with the key congressional
actors who were most directly involved in the ACA’s genesis
and approval, I examine this heretofore unexplored matter. I
find that the legislative players failed to recognize the significance of the ACA’s post-enactment period, and that pre-enactment choices might shape the law’s trajectory. After
discussing various aspects of policy makers’ shortsightedness, I
raise five possible explanations for what may appear to be my
intuitively illogical findings.

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) was enacted in 2010 with great fanfare,
hailed as the most sweeping social welfare measure since Social Security
was established in 1935. Passing the Patient Protection Affordable Care
Act (PPACA) and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of
2010 (HCERA), which together comprise the ACA, may have provided the
framework for expanding health insurance coverage and restraining costs,
but it was not tantamount to achieving and maintaining these objectives.
Immediately following the law’s approval, Republicans launched efforts
at the federal and state levels to dismantle and weaken the ACA, and to
stymie its implementation. The promise to “repeal and replace Obamacare”
defined the congressional GOP for seven years. Events under President
Donald Trump and the Republican congressional majorities have again
underscored sustainability challenges.
Given the ACA’s history, this research examines the heretofore
unexplored matter of whether Democrats, when crafting and passing the
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law, considered that its enactment was only part of the fight for
reform. Were the key players in the policy-making trenches pondering and
addressing potential implementation risks and obstacles? Or were these
actors largely oblivious to the reality that the ACA’s adoption would not
automatically settle its future? Such questions are significant not only for
those interested in the ACA, but also for scholars studying Congress, policy
making, and decision making.
This article suggests that the congressional players most directly involved
in the ACA’s genesis and approval failed to grasp the degree to which
passage did not guarantee successful implementation and policy sustainability. Policy makers focused almost exclusively on obtaining health
reform’s clearance, contrary to Forrest Maltzman and Charles Shipan’s
claim that “[a] winning legislator’s central goals are both to lock in policy
gains and to secure programs that automatically will be revised in ways
consistent with his or her preferences” (2012, 114). Thus, Democrats toiled
tirelessly to pass the ACA without fully weighing or discerning the impact
of their strategic, political, and substantive choices on the law’s future.
It merits highlighting that I am not positing that a winning congressional
coalition can seal a reform’s fate. Even if Democrats had, for instance,
“stacked the deck”—devising processes to constrain legislative “losers” from
tampering with locked-in policies (McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast 1989)—
the ACA’s future would not have been assured. Nonetheless, by not proactively considering implementation and sustainability, Democrats perhaps
contributed to the ACA’s susceptibility to policy erosion and helped enable
President Trump’s attempts to sabotage the law. It would have behooved
Democrats to appreciate several post-enactment truths: approving bills is
only one part of attaining reform; configuring self-reinforcing feedback
influences may enhance an act’s consolidation; minimizing “self-undermining feedback effects” (Jacobs and Weaver 2015) may help reduce subsequent policy change;1 and adopting major measures by slim majorities over
unanimous and intense minority party opposition in a polarized climate
may spur the minority party to continue fighting. Such recognition of the
“living legislation” perspective (Jenkins and Patashnik 2012) may have mitigated some of the ACA’s later problems.
Before proceeding, two matters require clarification. First, this research
examines one aspect of the ACA, namely, the coverage expansion that was
expected to insure 32 million uninsured Americans by 2019. I concentrate
on the major pillars of this expansion: (1) the state-based exchanges or
marketplaces, with income-based subsidies available for eligible individuals;
and (2) the broadening of Medicaid eligibility, to cover individuals and
families with incomes of up to 133% of the federal poverty level (FPL).
Second, in exploring policy sustainability, I am referring to whether the
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coverage expansion objectives become embedded, entrenched, consolidated,
or woven into the fabric of America.
The article contains several interconnected components. I begin with
a discussion of the literature that informed this project and pinpoint its
pertinent voids. Next, I provide background on the ACA’s adoption and
early implementation, and highlight its central provisions. I then review my
research design, including my interviews with the key Democratic congressional staff who were instrumental in drafting the ACA and navigating
its passage through the legislative labyrinth. These conversations occurred
in 2014, when enactment decisions were still fresh in respondents’ minds,
and after commencement of the principal coverage expansion elements.
I subsequently present my interview findings. Finally, I raise five possible
explanations for policy makers’ lack of focus on the post-enactment period.
Placing the article within the literature

Political scientists have examined the factors that enhance the probability
of policy embedding; however, they have paid scant attention to Congress’s
role in this process (Patashnik and Zelizer 2013, 1083). Scholars have not
questioned whether, for instance, the victorious legislative actors recognize
and consider the lessons from inquiries on policy feedback, macro-level
coalitional variables, and deck-stacking. Based on policy feedback studies—
emphasizing that “policies are not merely the products of politics but also
shape the political landscape” (Patashnik and Zelizer 2013, 1075), and that
these processes affect mass publics, government elites, and interest groups
(Pierson 1993)—we may deduce that in writing legislation individuals
might ponder an array of questions to facilitate implementation and
reinforce consolidation. But the literature fails to investigate whether policy
makers weigh such germane queries as the following: Does a reform have
feedback effects motivating potential beneficiaries to learn about,
participate in, and advocate for the new program (Campbell 2011; Mettler
2005), as with senior citizens and Social Security (Campbell 2003)?
May self-reinforcing feedback production be inhibited post-enactment
if, for example, original design defects and skepticism about a plan remain,
the initiative does not inspire social identity shifts that enhance support
and disable oppositional power, and the policy confronts inadequate
institutional footholds (Patashnik 2008; Patashnik and Zelizer 2013)? And
do promoted policies contain self-undermining feedback dynamics
“that endogenously undermine those policies over time” (Oberlander and
Weaver 2015, 40)? Literature on macro-level coalitional variables illuminates how partisanship, party control of Congress and the presidency, and
changing partisan governing coalitions impact a reform’s future. Yet
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scholars have not explored if lawmakers appreciate the consequences of a
divisive environment and its effect on opponents’ resistance (Berry,
Burden, and Howell 2012), that more contested and narrowly approved
laws (especially with unified minority party opposition) have a greater likelihood of being amended (Maltzman and Shipan 2012), and that postenactment partisan losses decrease policy life spans and funding (Berry,
Burden, and Howell 2012). Similarly, research has not focused on whether
reformers are cognizant of deck-stacking studies regarding how to try to
create procedures to ensure that winning coalitions remain influential after
passage (McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast 1989), perhaps by constructing
processes or structures to attempt to “lock-in” a program (Lewis 2012).
Scholars have begun bridging the sustainability literature with work on the
ACA’s initial implementation challenges, again, though, sidestepping the
question investigated here. Building on Paul Pierson’s scholarship (1993,
2007), Eric Patashnik and Julian Zelizer examine three policy feedback mechanisms (2013, 1075–81).2 On “interpretive effects,” they argue that the ACA
does not fare well: its narrow passage over unanimous GOP opposition in a
polarized climate encouraged Republicans to continue fighting, and the GOP
successfully fostered negative impressions of reform through misinformation.
These interpretative effects, combined with administration missteps and the
ACA’s complexity, hampered the formation of newly-insured supportive
constituencies. Regarding “resource effects,” delaying the ACA’s major benefits was “detrimental–delivering” significant early benefits promotes
entrenchment because politicians are averse to withdrawing benefits once
provided. Furthermore, in terms of “institutional supports,” establishing the
ACA atop the pre-existing patchwork health system, relying on present
structures to execute the law, granting the states critical roles, and making
minimal use of deck-stacking strategies have frustrated consolidation. In addition, Jonathan Oberlander and R. Kent Weaver “suggest that one reason for
the ACA’s unsettled fate is the role of policy feedbacks that undermine public support for and opponents’ acceptance of the program” (2015, 37). They
explain how to win approval of health reform, “socio-political, financial, and
administrative” self-undermining processes became embedded in the law,
leaving “it vulnerable to even more negative feedbacks” by hostile forces who
could “challenge its legality and affect” its implementation (Oberlander and
Weaver 2015, 55). Republicans and their media allies, in a polarized environment, then effectively framed “real” and “mythical” concerns about the
ACA, exploiting opportunities to undermine its trajectory (Oberlander and
Weaver 2015, 56).
Beyond these articles, various other works also explore the ACA’s early
difficulties, albeit with more indirect connections to sustainability literature.
Since I conducted interviews in 2014, utilizing the then-published research
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to help identify discussion topics, I provide a brief overview of relevant
observations here. (Subsequent analyses that informed and are referenced
throughout this article have expanded on similar themes.) Many writers
stress the impact of partisanship: the pre-enactment partisan battle helped
beget the ACA’s post-enactment politics (Rigby, Clark, and Pelika 2014);
and partisan polarization is the primary explanatory variable of state
opposition to the coverage expansion provisions (e.g., Jacobs and Callaghan
2013; Rigby 2012). Other publications address how delegated governance
and states’ actions may adversely affect embedding. Delegated governance
may complicate entrenchment: it relies on state governments despite
variable state capacity; it budgets minimal implementation funds for the
federal government; and it requires federal-state cooperation although states
initiated ACA-related suits against the federal government (Morgan and
Campbell 2011). Indeed, delegated governance may have enhanced
oppositional forces’ sway. State officials, too, may strategically utilize their
resources, expertise, and power to refuse participation and influence implementation (Dinan 2014). GOP-led states resisting the creation of exchanges
feared that forming exchanges would help the ACA’s consolidation and
undercut their legal challenges (Jones, Bradley, and Oberlander 2014).
“Fractious federalism” further hindered the ACA: “Partisan identities” drive
state actors’ implementation behavior “instead of more pragmatic considerations,” as national partisans push a “vertical partisan coalition” where
“state policy makers face pressure to act as committed, loyal party members” (Thompson and Gusmano 2014, 428). Regarding the dilemmas relating to explaining the law, enrolling eligible populations, and mobilizing
public support, Oberlander notes the consequences of the ACA “treat[ing]
different groups … in different ways at different times” (2012, 2166).
Inquiries into the pre-enactment partisan milieu (Burgin and Bereznyak
2013) and post-enactment partisanship (e.g., Rose 2015) offer additional
critical context. These works, however, ignore the question of whether
policy makers in the pre-enactment phase contemplated what the political
climate might be in the implementation phase, and its effect on the
initiative’s sustainability.
Finally, I draw on diverse bodies of literature in the Discussion section.
Classics on members’ motivations (e.g., Fenno 1973; Fiorina 1989; Mayhew
1974) help us understand Democrats’ actions, as do studies illuminating
process-related factors regarding the ACA’s passage (e.g., Brill 2015; Burgin
2012; Emanuel 2014). Psychology research (e.g., Heffernan 2011; Tyler
2006) and examinations of budgetary, administration, and health care system realities (e.g., McDonough 2011; Starr 2013) shed further light on policy makers’ inattentiveness to post-enactment issues. In addition, works on
internal congressional constraints (e.g., Kamarck 2016b) also increase our
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comprehension of congressional actors’ failure to appreciate the downstream political implications of their choices.
Background

This section provides the requisite background for my project’s investigation. I discuss the partisan environment prior to and after the ACA’s
approval, Democrats’ key decisions during passage that have influenced
enactment and how the political situation affected these choices, and the
law’s major coverage expansion provisions.
The partisan milieu—pre-enactment

The ACA was “born in a bubbling cauldron of party vitriol” (Jacobs
and Callaghan 2013, 1031). Intense partisanship, driven in part by the
permanent campaign (Brady and Fiorina 2000; Ornstein and Mann 2000),
permeated the congressional debate and affected both parties (Burgin and
Bereznyak 2013).
Partisanship fueled the GOP’s uncompromising mindset and encouraged
obstructionism; minority members seeking to gain control of Congress discerned little incentive to negotiate and greater incentive to vote “no.” With
Democrats poised to suffer electorally if they failed to pass reform under
unified government, Republicans sought to inhibit Democrats’ success. The
GOP’s stance on “Obamacare” was unambiguous: “Let’s just kill the bill.
We have more to gain by just opposing it” (Burgin 2012, 276). The strategy
of “no” appeared in Republicans’ unanimous opposition on virtually every
key vote, despite their DNA pervading the ACA (Hacker 2010; Quadagno
2014). (The ACA is the only major entitlement Congress has ever cleared
without even one Republican vote.) The GOP attitude also emerged in tactics, forcing Democrats, for instance, to invoke cloture four times to pass
the PPACA (Sinclair 2012, 207). Opposition rhetoric reflected the polarization too—Republicans battered Democrats with inflammatory talk and
untruths about “Obamacare” and “death panels,” and GOP members
adopted the anti-reform Tea Party’s language (Blake 2011). Scott Brown’s
January 2010 victory in the Massachusetts special election validated their
approach and eliminated any possibility of bipartisanship.
Democrats’ inability to garner GOP support influenced their own legislative
maneuvers (Burgin 2012). Although initially preferring a bipartisan bill,
Republicans’ warfare necessitated that Democrats adopt a partisan strategy to
pass reform. Hence, each chamber cleared its own Democratic bill, and then
House-Senate negotiations commenced. But with Brown’s win (while the
“ping pong” process was ongoing), Senate Democrats could no longer
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approve a merged bill, since they lacked a cloture-proof majority against
a unified GOP minority of 41. Reconciliation thus became a more attractive
tool (Burgin 2012, 282–85). Democratic leaders ultimately settled on the
two-step plan—the House accepted the Senate’s PPACA, and subsequently
both bodies approved a sidecar of reconciliation “fixes” (the HCERA).
In terms of the ACA’s implementation and sustainability, two points
about what unfolded merit emphasizing. First, the two-step process and
cessation of the inter-chamber dialogue extinguished representatives’
opportunity to address the substantive differences between the two bodies’
bills (as reconciliation’s rules limit what policy disagreements can be
tackled [Heniff 2010]), and killed the chance to fix PPACA weaknesses and
to improve reform (Burgin 2012, 275). Although “never intended to be the
final legislation” (Jost 2014, 8) and just crafted as a vehicle to obtain GOP
support in the Senate Finance Committee (Brill 2015, 134–38), the PPACA
became law. Second, with the House clearing the PPACA, the Senate’s
state-based exchanges remained unmodified, despite the Senate appearing
ready to agree to the House’s one national exchange before Brown’s election (Starr 2013, 231).
Key ACA provisions

The expansive and multi-faceted ACA is essentially “a series of programs,
regulations, subsidies, and mandates” (Oberlander 2012, 2166), stitched
together to secure a politically viable measure. I highlight here the ACA’s
core coverage expansion components (as passed), and two other related elements of the law. Issues of partisanship and the permanent campaign
emerge even in this overview.
The exchanges

Polarization spurred Democrats to use reconciliation and the two-step
process, resulting in enactment of the Senate’s state-based exchanges. The
PPACA’s marketplaces exemplified the delegated governance pattern
(Morgan and Campbell 2011, 387–88): states create exchanges and the
federal government intervenes only if states fail or opt not to launch
marketplaces. The ACA supplies grants to states for establishing exchanges.
Believing that states would seize this opportunity, the law provides limited
funding for the federally-facilitated exchange (Thompson and Gusmano
2014, 437). Due to the ACA’s “individual mandate,” most people must buy
insurance or face an annual fine (potentially producing self-undermining
feedbacks), and qualifying individuals receive assistance (tax credits and
cost-sharing subsidies) to help with payment (possibly generating selfreinforcing effects).
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The Medicaid expansion

The ACA’s Medicaid expansion also followed a delegated governance
model. As enacted, the law offers states a choice: increase Medicaid to meet
the new eligibility standards (with the federal government paying entirely
through 2016, and 90% after 2020), or lose all federal Medicaid dollars.
The financial support for states, severe penalty for not complying, infusion
of federal Medicaid funds into states, and savings from reduced uncompensated care and other services for the uninsured gave states strong incentives
to participate. But in response to a GOP-driven lawsuit, in 2012 the
Supreme Court rendered the Medicaid expansion optional for states, ruling it
unconstitutionally coercive in National Federation of Independent Business
v. Sebelius.
Benefit roll-out

Although passed in 2010, the new coverage was not scheduled to begin
until 2014. Prior to 2014, however, the law contained numerous early (and
limited) coverage benefits with potential self-reinforcing feedbacks. Yet the
protracted implementation of the most generous benefits hampered constituency building and gave the GOP two election cycles (2010 and 2012)
to regain political control and perhaps alter the coverage expansion provisions before they took effect.
Delegation of authority to the executive branch

The ACA’s extensive delegation of authority enabled federal administrators
and the administrative presidency power to shape the ACA. The law grants
“vast discretion” to invoke bureaucratic interpretation through rulemaking
and to “establish programs and procedures” outside of that process
(Thompson and Gusmano 2014, 429). The ACA gives discretion in 1,442
places to the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) (Rattner
2017). Combined with the major benefits’ slow roll-out, this delegation of
authority heightened the importance of the 2012 and even 2016 presidential
elections for the ACA. Note, too, that regulatory decisions in a policy area
involving almost 20% of the economy inevitably produce some losers and
self-undermining feedbacks (Oberlander and Weaver 2015, 49).
Post-enactment partisanship

Democrats approved a law with ample openings in its coverage expansion
components for Republicans to exploit. Given the bubbling partisan
cauldron, the Republican mindset, the permanent campaign, and the
unanimous GOP denunciation of reform, Republicans’ antagonism and
robust delegitimization and nullification movements are not surprising.
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Polarization’s significance “in producing this prolonged uncertainty and
conflict surrounding the ACA is impossible to overstate”—it is “a crucial
mediating factor in the politics of Obamacare, amplifying self-undermining
feedback while obscuring self-reinforcing policies and benefits” (Oberlander
and Weaver 2015, 58).
Congressional Republicans

Once passed, the House minority Republicans immediately began their
assault on the ACA. In the 111th Congress’s remaining months, they introduced almost four dozen measures to unravel or kill the law (Kersh 2011,
618). Capturing control of the House and increasing Senate numbers in the
2010 midterm elections affirmed and intensified the emphasis on “repeal
and replace.” During Barack Obama’s presidency, the GOP voted to repeal
the ACA more than 60 times, shut down the government for 16 days in
an attempt to defund the law, and promoted sundry other proposals to
sabotage the law (Redhead and Kinzer 2017). Through the appropriations
process, GOP lawmakers denied the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) necessary implementation funding (e.g., to support the federal exchange), rescinded some
mandatory ACA funding, delayed certain ACA taxes and fees, and imposed
reporting and other administrative requirements (Redhead and Cornell
2017). Almost every budgetary and fiscal-related negotiation from
2010–2014 resulted in at least one ACA provision being “chipped away” or
repealed (Dawes 2016, 170). To further hamper and derail its embedding,
Republicans also employed such tactics as convening repetitive oversight
hearings and refusing to clear routine technical fixes to the law.
Congressional Republicans’ continued demonization of the ACA through
President Obama’s tenure reflected the strategy’s success. GOP opposition
appealed to conservative constituencies and big donors. Moreover, not
boarding the anti-Obamacare bandwagon could prompt primary challenges.
Yet when Republican congressional majorities had a GOP president poised
to sign a “repeal and replace” measure, they failed to swiftly fulfill their
promise. The ACA’s self-reinforcing feedback effects—its benefits “created
new expectations among Americans and new business for stakeholders”
(Callaghan and Jacobs 2017, 234)—complicated Republicans’ repeated
attempts to resolve intra-party differences. The GOP-controlled Congress
has, however, sought to diminish and cripple the ACA through such
actions as passing a spending package without dedicated cost-sharing
reduction (CSR) subsidies (Families USA 2017), and a tax bill that
effectively eliminates the individual mandate beginning in 2019, which the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates may result in 13 million
more uninsured people by 2027 (Jost 2017). With their “governing to
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campaign” mentality (Heclo 2000), Republicans undoubtedly will neither
abandon anti-ACA endeavors nor approve technical corrections to remedy
known problems and improve the law’s functioning. (Despite promises, for
instance, they did not vote on a marketplace stabilization plan as part of
the 2018 omnibus $1.3 trillion spending bill [Cunningham 2018a].)
State battles

With the ACA’s devolution of policy responsibilities and states’ consequent
centrality in implementation, partisan hostilities erupted nationwide.
Fractious federalism emerged, as partisan affiliations drove state actors’
opposition and work to thwart the law, undeterred by pragmatism
(Thompson and Gusmano 2014). National GOP figures promoted a vertical
partisan coalition, pressuring state officials to behave foremost as loyal
partisans (Thompson and Gusmano 2014). Indicative of the polarization,
26 states quickly joined a lawsuit disputing the ACA’s constitutionality, and
Virginia pursued its own lawsuit (NCSL 2014). The GOP-controlled states’
responses to the marketplaces demonstrated the effects of fractious federalism, with only one state under unified Republican control having developed
its own exchange when they started in 2014 (Jones, Bradley, and
Oberlander 2014, 109).3 This state opt-out “dumped a significant workload
on the federal government,” as Ezekiel Emanuel (a special White House
adviser on health reform) details (2014, 289), paradoxically generating the
federal intervention Republicans decry. To further obstruct the exchanges,
many GOP states enacted laws complicating “navigators’” abilities to help
people enroll in marketplace plans (NCSL 2014). The ACA’s Medicaid
expansion prompted similar partisan responses, especially after the
Supreme Court ruling made the Medicaid enlargement optional for states.
Of the 24 states that had not increased eligibility requirements as of
May 28, 2014 (with the expansion commencing January 1, 2014), GOP
governors controlled all except for Missouri (Daily Briefing 2014). In
declining the Medicaid enlargement, these primarily red states’ taxpayers
subsidize health insurance in other states (Sanger-Katz and Quealy 2017),
do not realize achievable decreases in the numbers of uninsured, and relinquish additional rewards associated with compliance (as explained earlier).
Currently, 17 states have not broadened coverage (Cunningham 2018b).
Outside conservative activists

Conservative activists fueled the partisanship with their unremitting attacks,
embracing and propelling the anti-ACA efforts. Some outside groups focused
on fomenting additional state GOP antagonism (ALEC 2011), while numerous conservative businesses and religious colleges concentrated on court
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challenges (Barnes 2014; Somashekhar 2014). Other organizations exploited
“fears of the elderly” (Starr 2013, 274). Conservative donors entered the
fray too—the Koch brothers’ Americans for Prosperity (AFP), for instance,
seeking the ACA’s repeal, spent $38.5 million on the 2010 elections (Gold
2014) and over $400 million on the 2012 elections (Vogel 2015). Activists’
work even helped spark increased conservative voter turnout in 2012 and
2014 (Haselswerdt 2017, 667).
Republicans’ impact on the Obama administration

Emanuel contends that “the politicized environment overshadowed every
major [administration] implementation decision” (2014, 289). Short-term
political calculations and worries about Republicans exploiting any
“Obamacare” story constrained officials from eliciting needed input and
soliciting external assistance to address problems, and encouraged them to
delay issuing critical regulations (Emanuel 2014, 290). To avoid making
pre-election waves, before the 2012 presidential election they “slow[ed]
down the issuance of regulations” (Kamarck 2016a, 103). Hence, the final
rules governing insurance standards on the exchanges were over “a year
behind the already unambitious schedule that had so alarmed the White
House economic team” (Brill 2015, 260).4
The Trump administration

President Trump has utilized the ACA’s delegation of authority to attempt
to sabotage and gut the law he has pronounced “dead,” “finished,” and
“gone” (New York Times Editorial Board 2017). His efforts began hours
after inauguration; however, his most significant moves to date (which he
declared were “only the beginning” of his work to end “the Obamacare
nightmare” [Goldstein and Eilperin 2017]), occurred in October 2017. First,
President Trump issued an executive order “intended to circumvent” the
ACA “by making it easier … to buy alternative types of health insurance
with lower prices, fewer benefits and weaker government protections”
(Goldstein 2017). The proliferation of “junk insurance” (Pear and Abelson
2017) will raise “costs for consumers with serious medical conditions and
[prompt] more insurers to flee the law’s marketplaces” (Goldstein 2017).
Second, he executed his threat and halted federal payments for CSRs
(about $7 billion in 2017), which his staff “warned him … would cause
an implosion of the ACA marketplaces” (Goldstein and Eilperin 2017).
Also in October, CMS proposed to essentially nullify core ACA provisions
by granting states leeway in carrying out the law’s Essential Health Benefits
(EHBs) and letting them adjust benefits across the 10 EHB categories
(Cunningham 2017c). In 2018, the administration continued attacking the
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ACA by, for instance, proposing regulations that would enable insurers to
offer inexpensive, short-term, skimpy policies excluding pre-existing conditions (Cohn 2018), and allowing states to impose work requirements for
Medicaid recipients (Pear 2018). More recently, President Trump is using
the judiciary to try to destroy the ACA, arguing in a federal court case that
protections for pre-existing conditions are unconstitutional (which could
jeopardize 52 million Americans’ coverage) (Werner and Goldstein 2018).
Prior to these actions, the administration sought to undermine the law
through countless early maneuvers, such as the following: HHS supported
state efforts to “make it harder for the lowest-income people to get health
care” by allowing waivers to modify Medicaid programs (Families USA
2017). HHS also “chang[ed] marketplace rules to drive up costs and create
barriers to enrollment” (Families USA 2017). With its “mixed signals,” the
administration cultivated an environment that contributed to “double-digit
premium increases” in the exchanges (Alonso-Zaldivar 2017). To try to further obstruct exchange enrollment, it took such steps as cutting navigator
funds 92% and outreach funds 41% (Cunningham 2017a); spending money
directed to encourage enrollment to launch anti-ACA campaigns (Stein
2017); closing the federal website for 12-hour blocks at high activity times
(Bump 2017); halving the open enrollment period (Cunningham 2017b);
and slashing the advertising budget 90% (Kliff 2017). Moreover, HHS
eroded consumer protections by, for example, rolling back requirements
that employers’ plans include birth control coverage (Pear, Ruiz, and
Goodstein 2017). Although 2018 enrollment figures were not the doomand-gloom predicted as a result of these actions (Hellmann 2018), longerterm effects are unclear.
Research design

This section discusses my interviews. In addition, I explain how I applied
the literature to examine if the key Democrats, instrumental in crafting
reform and achieving its passage, contemplated whether the enacted initiative would be successfully implemented and sustainable.
Interviews: The basics

Interviews offer an excellent tool for studying decision making. Through
conversations with policy makers, we can gain a nuanced appreciation for
what individuals were thinking, instead of trying to surmise this through
actions and public statements. This article draws on my 2014 in-person
talks—each lasting 60–150 minutes—with 16 Democratic congressional staff
who were in the policy-making trenches. Because Republicans neither
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supported nor shepherded the legislation (and hence would not have
sought smooth sailing post-enactment), I interviewed only Democrats.5
Respondents were the senior aides in both chambers’ leadership offices,
relevant committees, and personal offices of members with the key committee assignments.6 Studies demonstrate that staff offer reliable information and that interviewing aides is an appropriate research tool for
congressional scholars (Bullock 1976).
Despite the benefits of this approach, the researcher must weigh
respondents’ potential motivations for their answers, as they could be
“justifications, embellishments, lies, or selective memories” (King, Keohane,
and Verba 1994, 112). Many interviewees, for instance, blamed others for
some implementation and embedding problems, even though I never
inquired about responsibility. More significantly, however, given the ACA’s
post-enactment challenges, I expected that staff would stress that they had
anticipated difficulties and had aimed to avoid them, but were thwarted by
external forces. Yet this did not occur—respondents freely portrayed themselves as blindsided by subsequent occurrences.
It merits noting that these are congressional actors’ retrospective views. I
cannot investigate now whether responses would have differed prior to or
immediately after the ACA’s passage. Nonetheless, it is intuitively logical
that if post-enactment realities influenced memories, events would have
stimulated remembrances of concerns that particular decisions or legislative
provisions might later prove detrimental to the law’s consolidation. Instead,
as I explain later, all respondents readily recollected and acknowledged that
they had not carefully considered potential future complications.
Interview questions: Applying the literature

Several groups of literature informed my questions. Policy sustainability
scholarship, albeit generally not focused on Congress, raises relevant issues.
Information from related examinations of the ACA’s implementation problems, and from works on the ACA’s genesis, also provided background.
For the interviews, I prepared a list of queries, but never followed them
verbatim. Topics I wanted to address typically arose naturally, although I
always began by offering to guarantee anonymity. Some respondents, however, wanted their remarks to be for attribution. Next, I posed a general
question, providing aides an opportunity to showcase their political insight:
“When you look at the successes and challenges in the ACA’s implementation, do you have those, ‘Oh yeah’ moments? You may, for instance, think
about discussions in which concern was expressed that an approach would
likely incite opposition or face obstacles, and it does. Or you may recall
anticipating smooth sailing for a provision, and that provision becomes
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embedded in a rather seamless fashion.” To foster a relaxed dialogue,
I then usually asked several broad queries about pre-enactment strategic,
political, and substantive policy choices, and if respondents appreciated or
discussed possible post-enactment effects. This section contains an overview
of my ensuing, more directed questions. Again, as each interview differed,
this is neither an exhaustive review of every area covered nor reflective of
how conversations unfolded.
Sustainability

Beyond the seemingly impossible objective of approving health reform
legislation, I asked respondents if another goal in the lawmaking phase was
to ensure policy sustainability. Deriving in part from the deck-stacking
literature, I often inquired whether interviewees believed the ACA could
have been better locked in, and if so, how. We also frequently discussed
whether informants had thought the initiative would be vulnerable to
attacks and would need to be strengthened by Congress to endure.
Partisanship

Had aides pondered or talked about the possible implications of a narrow,
divisive victory over unified GOP “no” votes? Had they contemplated
whether this history might perpetuate opponents’ fight and spur anti-ACA
efforts? Had respondents expected the information distortion to continue
after passage (and if so, had they considered how to rebut it)? In hindsight,
did interviewees deem that the pre-enactment partisanship and that the
unanimous GOP opposition to passage had affected implementation and
had fueled the later partisan assaults? I sought to understand, as well,
whether staff had ever attempted to counter the partisan-related risks and
undercut Republicans’ bases of support.
States’ roles

In light of the ACA’s devolution of policy responsibilities and the research
on delegated governance, fractious federalism, policy feedback mechanisms
(particularly in terms of interpretative effects and institutional supports),
and the law’s implementation challenges, I typically asked if when conceiving reform interviewees had weighed the likely implications of relying on
states for achieving the ACA’s goals. Did they imagine that the law was
vulnerable to state attacks?
Outside supportive groups

We discussed whether respondents had explored trying to craft the law to
help generate strong beneficiary supportive constituencies, encourage
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friendly interest groups to protect their gains, and perhaps reduce or
undercut oppositional power structures and their underpinnings.7
The roll-out

The protracted implementation of the law’s most generous benefits
presented another area of inquiry because of both the increased latitude it
presented to opponents to unravel these benefits and its possible adverse
consequences for constituency building. I posed questions about whether
policy makers, during the lawmaking period, had reflected on the potential
impact of the prolonged implementation schedule, as well as about their
views regarding the timetable’s necessity and perceived effects.
Findings

Key staff, by and large, neither contemplated nor recognized the significance of the ACA’s post-enactment years, and how Congress’s pre-enactment choices might shape the law’s trajectory. The immediate battle to pass
reform had consumed aides: they failed to appreciate the value of (and
thus did not try to promote) self-reinforcing policy feedback, especially
through interpretive effects and institutional supports; they did not recognize the potential of self-undermining feedback dynamics; they overlooked
how macro-level coalitional variables (e.g., shifts in partisan governing coalitions and partisan losses) could impact and derail reform; and they did
not think about utilizing deck-stacking strategies in an effort to insulate
major coverage expansion provisions. Congressional actors immersed in
the policy-making trenches were shortsighted about the possibility (and
hence consequences) of venomous post-enactment partisanship, problems
that delegated governance might generate, and the importance of cultivating supportive constituencies. Most respondents only expressed having had
an understanding of their decisions’ downstream political implications
regarding the roll-out of benefits; nonetheless, the law did not reflect their
cognizance of such resource effects and the risks of delayed implementation. These findings offer new insights into Congress, decision making,
policy making, and policy sustainability.
In uncovering and exploring the architects’ myopia, this study is not
minimizing the herculean task of health care reform. Democrats navigated
immense political, partisan, policy, and process challenges to pass the ACA,
as detailed earlier. Moreover, this article does not posit that if policy
makers had considered reform’s sustainability that they necessarily would
have prevented other unintended or potentially detrimental consequences
and eradicated such problems as Republicans’ post-enactment opposition,
or that passage would have been unaffected. That is unknowable. In
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addition, I am not implying that senior Capitol Hill staff identify policy
implementation as their job. And as discussed elsewhere in this article, the
Obama administration and Democratic legislators made significant errors
during the post-enactment phase as well. Nonetheless, we can acknowledge
these caveats and still suggest that it would have been beneficial for
(and even behooved) congressional actors, who were dedicated to achieving
their coverage expansion goals, to appreciate that as the “living legislation”
perspective highlights, legislative players do not accomplish their policy
objectives simply by approving bills.
The bubbling partisan cauldron

Virtually all interviewees held largely sanguine attitudes regarding partisanship, and did not foresee the law remaining a partisan issue. A Senate
leadership staffer voiced a common refrain: “We never predicted this would
be poisonous, especially since the law was basically written by a bipartisan
Finance Committee group” (personal communication, June 17, 2014). Only
one aide—whose boss witnessed “ferocious, racially motivated attacks”—
had believed that the intensity of polarization might indicate enduring
GOP antipathy; however, even this interviewee was “shocked” that it persisted
“so long” (personal communication, June 16, 2014). Yet as Oberlander and
Weaver write, one cannot emphasize enough the “importance of partisan
polarization” on self-undermining and self-reinforcing feedbacks (2015, 58)—
these policy feedbacks impacted by partisanship have affected government
elites, mass publics, and interest groups.
Experienced consequences of the ongoing partisanship

Although respondents did not expect the partisan conflicts to last, they
attributed myriad undesirable ramifications to the continuing polarization,
most often involving feedback processes and government elites. Following
are the frequently identified adverse effects: First, regarding the exchanges,
most GOP-dominated states did not establish marketplaces and many
harassed navigators who were helping people enroll.8 Congressional
Republicans urged GOP governors not to form exchanges and sought to
stymie navigators. Second, GOP-led states generally opposed expanding
Medicaid. Third, once gaining the majority, House Republicans refused to
clear technical fixes legislation. A committee General Counsel complained,
“Nobody thought we wouldn’t have a technical bill to make improvements
after passage. It is unheard of” (personal communication, February 10,
2014). Fourth, Republicans denied required dollars for implementation.
A Senate leadership aide was dismayed: “There is this new phenomenon.
Republicans aren’t going to fund something … because they have the
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pretense that it isn’t law” (personal communication, June 17, 2014). Fifth,
the ACA contributed to an unfavorable electoral shift. The partisan
backlash in part begot the Tea Party, and Tea Party lawmakers exacerbated
the ACA’s troubles: they “just wanted to kill the law” and they replaced
“Republicans who eventually would have supported it” (personal communication, February 12, 2014). Sixth, ACA-based partisanship “fueled the money,” in the words of Wendell Primus, Senior Policy Adviser on Budget and
Health for former Speaker (and current Minority Leader) Nancy Pelosi
(D-CA), with conservative groups spending “at about 5/1, against/for”
(personal communication, February 10, 2014). Seventh, unified GOP senators obstructed critical administrative appointments. Eighth, partisanship
led the White House to slow HHS action. Liz Fowler, who worked on
implementation at HHS after serving as Finance Committee Chief Counsel
under former Senator Max Baucus (D-MT), explained how the delays in
“issuing regulations prior to the presidential election … just compounded
the problems” (personal communication, February 10, 2014).
Respondents also raised more indirect, detrimental effects of partisanship. Persistent GOP demonization of the law impeded the formation and
mobilization of supportive constituencies: it scared potential beneficiaries,
decreasing enrollment (and thus the pool of conceivable active advocates);
and it undermined the law’s legitimacy and public support, both necessary
for constituency building. Interviewees argued too that the ACA’s unpopularity (encouraged by Republicans) deterred President Obama from publicizing the law’s accomplishments and selling it to the country. One aide
lamented, “The administration saw how unpopular it was, and Obama
went into hiding … . The 2010 elections would have been different if he’d
used the bully pulpit” (personal communication, June 18, 2014).
Furthermore, respondents commented that fear of GOP anger inhibited
some outside groups from vocally backing the ACA. Finally, partisanship
constrained Democrats’ constructive attempts to improve the law, because
“Republicans seize on any crack in the Democratic ranks” (personal communication, February 10, 2014).
Continued and escalating information distortion

Republicans’ pre-enactment misinformation campaign invigorated the
opposition and frightened Americans, yet almost all respondents neither
believed the GOP would pursue this tactic post-enactment, nor if it did, that
it would succeed. A couple of staffers, though, recognized that Republicans’
united opposition might suggest that the untruths and negative framing
would not cease after passage. As Alan Jacobs and R. Kent Weaver find,
elites “who seek policy change can be expected to frame arguments that
strategically exploit voters’ negativity,” to generate self-undermining effects
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(2015, 448). A leadership aide also mused that the unanimous “no” vote
provided Republicans with “license to attack the ACA,” whereas because
some Democrats had supported the Bush tax cuts, “Democrats had to mute
criticism” (personal communication, February 12, 2014). Fowler agreed:
“That was why [we] tried to get Republican support” (personal communication, February 10, 2014).
Democrats’ naivete regarding (and inaction in response to) the GOP’s
false rhetoric extended into the implementation period. Despite
Republicans’ information distortion successes post-enactment,9 Democrats
did not conceive a strategy to reduce, neutralize, or undercut GOP claims.
An interviewee articulated a standard complaint: “Democrats are totally
ineffective at messaging. But the Republicans lied, and it’s hard to fight
lies” (personal communication, June 18, 2014). One committee Staff
Director vented his frustration that “there was very little enthusiasm” to
formulate a response “to protect the law” (personal communication, June
16, 2014).
Presidential elections

Notwithstanding respondents’ relative lack of concern about the bubbling
partisan cauldron, several informants had understood that because the
ACA grants extensive power to the HHS Secretary and delays implementation of the key benefits, shifting party control of the presidency in the 2012
election posed risks; all interviewees were oblivious, however, to the possibility that such risks might extend to the 2016 election. Primus stressed, “If
Obama hadn’t won in 2012, it would have been a real problem” (personal
communication, February 10, 2014). But policy makers did not even discuss or consider trying to safeguard the law from the impact of this macrolevel coalitional variable. In fact, they tended to focus on how the delegation of authority might afford short-term gain (with self-reinforcing feedback effects), not recognizing the self-undermining feedback potential with
a future GOP president utilizing that same power to diminish the ACA.
David Bowen, former Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP)
Committee Health Staff Director, remarked, “We put the ‘Secretary shall’
language in because we couldn’t devise every last nuance. We wanted the
Secretary to have flexibility in regulations in light of facts on the ground”
(personal communication, February 12, 2014). In addition, no respondent
conceived that Republicans would capitalize on a presidential election—
since its outcome could impact the ACA’s fate—to fuel the partisan fervor.
By approving reform that was not well insulated from a 2012 or 2016 GOP
victory, however, Democrats inadvertently further politicized the law, offering Republicans perceived chances to kill reform (namely, by defeating the
Democratic candidate).
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Delegated governance

Most interviewees did not contemplate that Republican-dominated state
governments would create problems under the ACA’s delegated governance
model.10 First, the architects had believed that the state exchanges would
elude GOP opposition. A Senate committee Chief Counsel explained,
“Most of us naively assumed that states would want to implement the law”
(personal communication, February 10, 2014). Since the marketplaces
began as a GOP proposal, embrace conservative ideals of choice and
competition, utilize private insurance, and respect Republicans’ support for
federalism, Bowen argued that “it is totally intuitive” that red states would
participate (personal communication, February 7, 2014). A Senate committee health expert concurred: “We thought states would have contests to
name their exchanges” (personal communication, June 17, 2014). And the
one interviewee who expressed having some apprehension pre-enactment
about the state marketplaces, declared that he/she “didn’t even begin to realize the extent of” the problem (personal communication, February 10, 2014).
Second, congressional actors did not anticipate states refusing to expand
Medicaid coverage. The Supreme Court ruling enabling states to opt out
of the expansion without forgoing existing federal Medicaid dollars, though,
altered the stakes. But it is hard to fault reformers for perhaps “the most
important unanticipated policy feedback associated with the ACA,” namely,
the legal challenges that “have threatened … [and] undercut [the law’s] core
provisions to expand coverage, kept the health reform debate going, and
contributed to undermining the law’s legitimacy” (Oberlander and Weaver
2015, 54). Mirroring the legal community’s reaction (Sonfield 2012), every
respondent conveyed shock at the decision. Bowen couldn’t “remember
a single discussion” about whether “this was constitutional … . [S]o many
laws have a quid pro quo between the federal and state governments … like
tying federal highway funds to the drinking age” (personal communication,
February 12, 2014). Nonetheless, despite policy makers’ expectations, federalism provided self-undermining feedbacks and opportunities for ACA opponents (Oberlander and Weaver 2015, 57).
Fostering supportive constituencies

Beyond front-loading benefits for feedback effects on mass publics
(discussed next), facilitating the establishment of strong supportive constituencies to generate self-reinforcing policy feedback was not an objective
for most respondents. And to the extent that interviewees had grasped this
phenomenon, they were unsure how to actualize it. Gail Hansen, former
senior health aide for Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), for example, reflected,
“There was interest in trying to engage young healthy people, but it wasn’t
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clear how … . We also didn’t think about the fact that when people are sick
or dealing with a chronic illness, they aren’t advocating—they’re just trying
to survive” (personal communication, February 7, 2014). A committee
Chief of Staff and a committee health expert also were skeptical about rallying beneficiaries, raising concerns about “informing the public” and
responding to “well organized opposition groups [that] can blow [supporters] out of the water” (personal communications, February 11, 2014). Even
when describing concrete legislative language to help cultivate a supportive
constituency among the newly-insured, Bowen was doubtful about its
effectiveness: “We put into the law that the value of the subsidy people get
must show up on their bill. So people will know they are getting health
insurance … and can pay for it because of the ACA … . It remains to be
seen whether people understand these benefits and … [it] creates a new
constituency” (personal communication, February 12, 2014). In other
words, the “traceability” (Pierson 1993, 622) of benefits for mass publics
was considered potentially problematic, limiting feedback mechanisms.
Implementation timing

Unlike interviewees’ general lack of focus on the post-enactment period,
more than half of respondents had appreciated the self-reinforcing feedback
implications and resource effects of timely and tangible achievements.
A committee General Counsel underscored, “We wanted to get early wins,
and have people see real benefits. It was a thought out conversation … .
There was a sense that once something was implemented, it would be too
hard to turn back” (personal communication, February 10, 2014). Hence,
Congress front-loaded enactment of numerous small provisions within six
months, such as allowing young adults to remain on their parents’ insurance until age 26, banning insurance companies from denying children
coverage based on pre-existing conditions, closing the Medicare “donut
hole,” and removing a lifetime cap from insurance plans. (Budgetary,
perceived electoral, and other constraints, as detailed later, prevented rolling out major benefits quickly.) Although the “early wins” were seamlessly
fulfilled, according to Primus, “they didn’t help much,” as they affected
relatively few individuals (personal communication, February 10, 2014).
And Hansen regretted, “[D]espite the early benefits, the protracted implementation schedule for the major provisions just gave Republicans … time to
figure out what resonated with people” (personal communication, February
10, 2014). Notwithstanding interviewees’ appreciation for potential self-reinforcing feedback dynamics on mass publics, “time lags” and the consequent
“length and complexity of causal chains” (Pierson 1993, 622) not only diminished these effects, but also created a self-undermining feedback—opponents
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and “transmitters of information” received a window of opportunity to
effectively adjust the ACA’s “informational content” (Pierson 1993, 626).
Discussion: Understanding Democrats’ myopia

This section raises five possible explanations for what may, at first blush,
appear to be the intuitively illogical finding that policy makers neither carefully
considered the impact of Congress’s pre-enactment choices on the ACA’s
future trajectory, nor anticipated implementation and sustainability challenges.
A confluence of these five factors helps us comprehend what transpired.
Members’ motivations

Examined through the lens of lawmakers’ motivations for action,
Democrats’ inattentiveness to post-enactment matters makes sense, fitting
squarely into the classic works on Congress and members’ decision making.
David Mayhew (1974) emphasizes the primacy of reelection, and how
it encourages legislators to engage in advertising, credit claiming, and
position taking—position taking, not implementation, aids reelection
efforts. For Richard Fenno (1973), who attributes lawmakers’ policy
activities to the incentives of reelection, gaining influence in Congress, and
creating good policy—the passage of legislation, rather than its aftermath—
may yield the desired advantages. And as Morris Fiorina notes, “Even those
congressmen genuinely concerned with good public policy must achieve
reelection in order to continue their work” (1989, 37). Therefore, since
members reap the vital rewards from their pre-enactment endeavors, it is
not surprising that during the lawmaking phase congressional players were
unconcerned about health reform’s smooth sailing after approval.11
Political parties increasingly influence members’ electoral fates, as well
(Hines and Swers 2015). Reelection considerations stimulate attention to
fulfilling partisan campaign promises, instead of focusing on implementation and policy sustainability. Respondents independently referenced
Democrats’ failure to pass health care reform under President Bill Clinton,
highlighting that for the party in 2009–2010, as Emanuel writes, “not getting reform would be the biggest defeat” (2014, 163). The “governing to
campaign” mentality provoked Democrats’ fear “that inaction was riskier
than action” (Burgin 2012, 284). Polling evidence bolstered Democrats’
concentration on congressional action, not on what might follow: a majority of Americans in February 2010 stated that, notwithstanding their
qualms about the actual bills being debated, they would be disappointed,
frustrated, and angered if Democrats dropped reform (Kaiser Family
Foundation 2010). Reinforcing this drive to approve a bill, participants
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were convinced that legislative failure would doom reform indefinitely: “If
Congress failed, people wouldn’t touch health reform for years and years
and years” (personal communication, February 12, 2014).
Legislators also may recognize that Congress typically is not blamed for
post-enactment problems. Fiorina clarified how members may “take credit
coming and going” (1989, 47)—they may please constituents by creating
new programs and benefits (such as in the ACA), and later when constituents struggle with these very programs and/or the consequent bureaucracy,
members once more may please constituents by hearing and affirming
their complaints, then intervening on their behalf. Even if lawmakers did
not foresee benefitting “coming and going” on the ACA, as Emanuel
understood from his White House position, “the lack of congressional
accountability for difficulties in execution” helped to “undermine the
serious attention on how the law [would] be implemented” (2014, 284).
The process

Process-related factors shed further light on Democrats’ behavior. Because
of how the final stages of the legislative process unfolded, Democrats may
have lost a key opportunity to ponder and address implementation and
sustainability issues. After not considering post-enactment matters when
clearing their respective bills, representatives and senators still may have
shifted their orientation here in House-Senate negotiations. But with
Brown’s election (which was outside congressional Democrats’ control),
Senate Democrats lost the requisite 60-vote margin to clear a merged bill,
and the inter-chamber dialogue thus immediately ceased. Democrats
subsequently found no path forward on comprehensive reform except for
the two-step process (Burgin 2012, 276–85), which entailed adopting the
906-page Senate PPACA (never intended to be the final product) and
utilizing reconciliation. Yet as I detail later, reconciliation constrained
Democrats’ ability to manipulate feedback effects by front-loading benefits.
Also as emphasized earlier, Brown’s win additionally killed the HouseSenate deal outlines of replacing the PPACA’s state exchanges with the
House’s national exchange, as his victory caused Democrats to terminate
inter-chamber talks and the House then accepted the Senate’s draft measure
(Starr 2013, 231). One House interviewee complained, “The Senate
approach created trouble” (personal communication, February 10, 2014),
and the procedure utilized led to its enactment. Furthermore, this truncated
process eliminated Democrats’ chance to try to resolve other inter-chamber
disputes—e.g., the start date for exchanges, the new Medicaid eligibility
level, abortion restrictions, insurance vouchers, whether to include the
“public option,” subsidy levels for those purchasing coverage, fines for not
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obtaining insurance12—in ways that might facilitate implementation and
entrenchment (Burgin 2012, 275). Underscoring the possibilities for, and
expectations of, targeting potential post-enactment challenges in conference,
Obama administration officials had believed and promised that these issues
would be tackled in that forum (Brill 2015, 180–81; Emanuel 2014, 282–83).
The PPACA’s adoption as originally cleared by the Senate was critical,
too, because imprecise wording that might later have been identified
and corrected as House-Senate differences were reconciled, remained
unchanged. Again, the curtailed process begot problems, as the Senate
Office of Legislative Counsel’s sloppy, last-minute drafting language became
law. Specifically, although the ACA’s intent was for eligible individuals to
receive subsidies whether purchasing insurance from the federal or staterun exchange, phrases that the Legislative Counsel “mistakenly cut and
pasted … [from] an earlier draft … referred only to state exchanges … in
one of the clauses describing how subsidies would work” (Brill 2015, 194).
The error triggered King v. Burwell—opponents seized on the drafting slipup to hamper consolidation of and destabilize the ACA.
Several interviewees suggested that another process-related impediment
to concentrating on the reform’s future was the lawmaking period’s overall
duration. With a longer time frame before each chamber passed its own
initiative, these congressional actors indicated that post-enactment considerations might have emerged.13 Hansen lamented, for example, “[t]hings
were happening so quickly—that was our focus” (personal communication,
February 7, 2014).
Psychological explanations

Psychological factors also help illuminate Democrats’ failure to grasp that
approving the ACA was not tantamount to successful implementation and
policy sustainability. Respondents exhibited a naivete, resembling the
“pervasive” habit of “willful blindness”: they almost “shirked” “an opportunity for knowledge, and a responsibility to be informed” (Heffernan
2011, 3–4). Most significantly, policy makers ignored how Republicans’
intense, unanimous opposition to the ACA might affect and disrupt the
law’s entrenchment. While the GOP cohesively primed and promoted antiACA passion, rallying its base in the permanent campaign, Democrats exercised “conscious avoidance” (Hefferman 2011, 2) of the post-enactment
consequences. Primus voiced the common refrain, “We didn’t have
discussions about the possible impact of a straight party-line vote … . [T]he
focus was on getting it passed” (personal communication, February 10,
2014). The one interviewee who actually discussed Republicans’ antipathy
and the potential ramifications, acknowledged, “We talked about whether
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the party-line vote would be a problem, but thought that people would be
rational in the end. Assuming rationality is Democrats’ problem” (personal
communication, June 17, 2014). Through the guise of “rationality,”
Democrats thus were “conveniently filtering out” what would be too unsettling to face (Heffernan 2011, 3). Similarly, despite the GOP’s effectiveness
during the lawmaking phase in introducing misinformation, spreading confusion, and scaring Americans, Democrats overlooked the likelihood that
Republicans would escalate, or even just maintain, this strategy. Democrats
had an unquestioned expectation, for instance, that Republicans would not
continue their obstructionist tactics and seek to stymie efforts to make
necessary “fixes” as flaws surfaced in the law. A committee Chief of Staff
stressed, “All bills need to be tweaked after passage … . Of course Congress
would do that” (personal communication, February 11, 2014).
Beyond the issue of partisanship, Democrats in other ways, too,
essentially “shut [their] eyes to the fact[s]” (Heffernan 2011, 2). First, their
mindset was that approving reform would confer “policy legitimacy” (Tyler
2006), and that passage ¼ implementation. Primus expressed a widespread
sentiment: “When you pass a law, you just assume it’s done” (personal
communication, February 10, 2014). But that assumption is specious. In
fact, many aides arguing that “the law is the law” forgot the “cautionary
tale” of the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act (Starr 2013, 68): Congress
passed it in 1988 and repealed it in 1989 because its natural supportive
constituencies misunderstood and vehemently opposed it (Hulse 2013).
Over half of the lawmakers voting on the ACA had voted for repeal in
1989 (Glassman, Hemlin, and Wilhelm 2011, 3–4), including almost all of
the interviewees’ bosses. Second, Democrats discounted the implementation
difficulties that any major, complex initiative faces. With health care reform
in particular, they had observed recent complications and struggles in
Massachusetts, where clearing reform was only 10% of the accomplishment
and effective implementation was 90% of it (Wayne and Armstrong 2010).
And as a more redistributive policy than either Social Security or Medicare,
the ACA also might confront additional post-enactment hostility.
Although not explaining Democrats’ myopia prior to passage, it is revealing to observe the pervasiveness of their shortsightedness surrounding the
ACA. After enactment, when assessing the impact of the Court’s unexpected Medicaid ruling, policy makers “den[ied] the big threats that
stare[d] [them] in the face” (Heffernan 2011, 3), namely, the exploding partisan vitriol and fractious federalism. A committee health expert’s “passion”
for reform had effectively “blinded him to any understanding of his enemy”
(Hefferman 2011, 56): “I still thought Republican governors would expand
Medicaid … . I couldn’t believe that so many governors made it a political
issue” (personal communication, June 17, 2014). Primus acknowledged,
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“I told the Speaker that the Court’s Medicaid decision wouldn’t make a big
difference—I was wrong. I thought the business community would come
together, and then Republican governors would follow the Medicaid
provisions” (personal communication, February 10, 2014).
Along the same lines, Democrats engaged in the “projection of hope”
(Pekker 2015), enabling them to avoid focusing on possible subsequent
obstacles by conferring their optimism regarding the ACA on others.
Respondents trusted that the law would be beneficial; hence, they “hoped”
Americans would recognize that good, facilitating its seamless embedding.
Hansen reflected, “We thought [people would] see benefits, and come
around. The irony is that humans don’t generally engage in evidence-based
thought, but we anticipated and believed somehow with the ACA, that
with evidence and science backing up decisions, people would be logical”
(personal communication, February 7, 2014).
At a more basic level, the common psychological pattern of “projection”
—as Jung writes, “projecting our own psychology into our fellow human
beings” (von Franz 1980, 6), or “assuming that others act or perceive
similarly” (Sheppard 1999)—is relevant. Most interviewees independently
referenced, and highlighted, Democrats’ actions when in a comparable
losing position: respondents were convinced that Republicans would react
to the ACA’s enactment as they had to the Medicare Prescription Drug,
Improvement, and Modernization Act’s (MMA) enactment in 2003.
Despite disdain for the MMA, which only nine Democrats supported and
involved questionable GOP procedural maneuvers (Starr 2013, 146–51),
Democrats did not seek to sabotage its implementation. Instead, as one
interviewee conveyed, echoing a familiar theme, “Democrats didn’t like [it],
but once it became law, we laid off of it and accepted it” (personal communication, February 10, 2014). President Obama recalled that Democrats
even “pitched in to try and make it work,” holding “town halls to get
seniors signed up” (Brill 2015, 467).
Budgetary, administration, and health care system realities

Budgetary, administration, and health care system realities additionally
diminished Democrats’ incentives for dedicating attention to postenactment issues, and their flexibility to do so. First, budgetary and administration-related factors restricted lawmakers’ policy options and ability to
design a measure geared to smooth implementation and consolidation. The
limitations perhaps most affected them on the roll-out of benefits, the one
area in which many respondents appeared cognizant of downstream
political consequences on mass publics. Even when policy makers “may
seek to manipulate policy feedback mechanisms and effects … by front-
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loading concentrated benefits … they are likely to encounter … [f]iscal rules
and constraints” that limit them (Oberlander and Weaver 2015, 44). White
House concerns and policy pronouncements reinforced these impediments.
A Senate leadership aide contended, “The administration was worried
about implementation and determined to get it right, and so [it] didn’t
want to be rushed … . It also would cost more to speed it up—that was a
problem” (personal communication, June 17, 2014). “[W]hen President
Obama set a $900 billion cap on the cost of the whole legislation in his
September 2009 address to Congress” (McDonough 2011, 301), one way
the price was reduced was by pushing back the exchange “from 2012 in
HELP to 2013 in the House to 2014” in the PPACA (McDonough
2011, 126).14 And both President Obama and key lawmakers had promised,
or emphasized, “budget neutrality” (Brill 2015, 140, 156). Extensive budgetary requirements loomed large, too. Beyond just being mindful of CBO
estimates, “to survive Senate challenges, every element of the reconciliation
bill must have a pertinent budgetary impact, not raise the deficit over a 5or 10-year period, prior to 2014 totally offset over a 5-year period any
annual deficit increase exceeding $10 billion, keep Title II of the Social
Security Act unchanged, and sunset if it expands the deficit in excess of
$5 billion in any 10-year period until 2059” (Burgin 2012, 280). According
to Paul Starr, “Democrats had delayed the major benefits … for four years,
mainly to be able to show that it would reduce the deficit” (2013, 276).15
Second, multiple interviewees underscored President Obama’s commitment to health care reform, and their appreciation during the pre-enactment
phase of his resolution to “get it right” from passage through enactment.
Consequently, not anticipating the administration’s “implementation failure”
(Kamarck 2016a, 96), policy makers thus perhaps did not proactively seek to
guard against it. They entrusted the White House to succeed post-enactment
with the huge domestic achievement that had eluded previous Democrats and
that President Obama recognized he needed “to implement … responsibly …
[and] get … right” (Kamarck 2016a, 93). Yet President Obama’s
“rhetorical obsession” with reform lacked a commensurate “managerial or
implementation obsession” after passage (Kamarck 2016a, 93). Fellow
partisans in Congress simply did not expect this of their “inspirational
and intellectual president” (Kamarck 2016a, 93).
Third, the American health care system realities—including the fact
that reform was being created on the pre-existing foundations (namely,
the ACA’s institutional supports)—also may have dissuaded Democrats
from spending scarce time trying to craft a measure that would promote
the establishment of supportive constituencies. Bowen explained that
“the structure of health care in the country” and the “nature of the ACA”
are such that supportive constituency challenges were “inevitable” (personal
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communication, February 7, 2014). Several key problems exist. As Starr
writes, “much of the protected public [people with private insurance
through employers or Medicare recipients] could never be won over to a
program that they perceived as primarily benefitting the poor and minorities” (2013, 276). The vast majority of Americans are relatively unaffected
by the ACA, “except that when [their] employers raised [their] deductibles
or co-pays … they now had something and someone to blame it on. They
could, and usually did, say that their cutbacks were because of Obamacare”
(Brill 2015, 412). In addition, the ACA’s natural supportive constituency in
terms of health care recipients consists of a minority of the public—the
20% who were uninsured and another 5–10% who were underinsured (Brill
2015, 412)—and is not static. The proposed reform thus lacked “visibility,”
the “first condition” for mass publics’ self-reinforcing policy feedback
(Pierson 1993, 622). And because the law “treats different groups of
Americans in different ways at different times,” this hinders efforts to
“mobilize public support” too (Oberlander 2012, 2166). Moreover, key beneficiaries in the exchanges and Medicaid expansion are low-income individuals, and a committee Chief of Staff claimed, “Low-income people are hard
to organize” (personal communication, February 11, 2014). These inherent
challenges may have, albeit even unconsciously, deterred policy makers
from trying to foster supportive constituencies.
Congressional constraints

Finally, Congress’s capacity to weigh and discern the effects of pre-enactment choices on a law’s post-enactment trajectory merits discussion. The
senior aides I interviewed were notably impressive in terms of their experience, substantive policy expertise, professionalism, political acumen, work
ethic, and dedication to health care reform. Based on our conversations,
however, it also was evident that most of them were overextended during
the lawmaking phase in 2009 and 2010. In the 111th Congress, there were
significantly fewer high-level staff than in earlier years. Whereas numbers
of congressional district and state staff increased rapidly from 1978–2009,
numbers of standing committee staff in Washington, DC, for instance,
decreased (Kamarck 2016b, 17). The 1994 “Contract with America” sought
and attained a one-third reduction in House committee staff, and in 2009
the House had just 1,324 committee staff in comparison to 2,024 staff in
1987 (Kamarck 2016b, 17). Similarly, Senate committee staff dropped to
913 in 2009 from 1,269 in 1979 (Kamarck 2016b, 17). The Congressional
Research Service (CRS) was not able to help fill this void, as CRS too was
understaffed and has suffered, as well, from Congress’s partisan polarization (Kamarck 2016b, 11). Hence, congressional staffing limitations
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may have hampered Democrats’ ability to try to understand and forestall
possible implementation and consolidation difficulties.
Conclusion

This article illuminates a previously unexamined matter of Congress’s role in
policy sustainability and implementation, by exploring whether key legislative
players wrestled with potential post-enactment challenges regarding reform.
Although at first seeming intuitively illogical, I found that policy makers
were broadly oblivious to the ACA’s future. During the deliberation over
health care reform, congressional actors were not focused on a plan’s selfreinforcing and self-undermining feedback potential, macro-level coalitional
factors, and deck stacking. Interviewees expressed a lack of concern about
implementation and policy embedding generally, the impact of the partisan
milieu and intense polarization surrounding reform, the possibility that the
opposition would continue the misinformation campaign, the delegated governance model for key coverage expansion components, and a new law’s
ability to cultivate supportive constituencies. Only on the matter of implementation timing—the roll-out of benefits—were most of the respondents
aware of downstream political effects. Democrats’ myopia regarding the
importance of the post-enactment period and how their pre-enactment decisions might shape an initiative’s trajectory, may be attributed to the confluence of five factors: lawmakers’ motivations for action; the process that the
legislative proposals followed in Congress; common psychological phenomena; unique budgetary, administration, and systemic policy variables of the
111th Congress, including budgetary, administration, and systemic policyrelated variables; and congressional capacity.
It is worth questioning, however, whether I have set the evidence bar
too high. Should policy makers, in fact, be spending their most precious
resource (namely, their time), pondering imaginable implementation
and sustainability challenges? Could such an emphasis have succeeded
in diminishing some of the ACA’s troubles after passage? Certainly, the
answer is unknowable. And it deserves underscoring that this inquiry does
not suggest that the implementation phase was error free and that the
ACA’s post-enactment problems are just attributable to legislative players’
pre-enactment inattentiveness. Indeed, I detail serious implementation
mistakes, and reference the voluminous literature on this subject.
Nonetheless, Eugene Bardach’s words are still worth recalling. With
the qualification that many post-enactment difficulties are “inherently
unpredictable” and that “the most robust policy – … designed to survive
the implementation process—will tend to go awry,” Bardach explains that
the blueprint for “solving, or at least ameliorating, [the post-enactment]
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problem is to design policies and programs that … are able to withstand
buffeting by a constantly shifting set of political and social pressures”
(1977, 5). If Democrats had considered this during the lawmaking period,
as Bardach acknowledges, this might have been “potentially quite useful but
… nevertheless severely limited” (1977, 268). Oberlander and Weaver agree
that even if the ACA’s architects had anticipated self-undermining feedback
effects, “it is unlikely that they could have done much about them that would
have fundamentally altered outcomes,” although with “perfect political foresight” some Democrats probably would not have supported reform and it
would not have passed (2015, 57). There are no guarantees that greater postenactment awareness would have yielded a more sustainable reform or that
it would not in some way have jeopardized passage.
Notwithstanding these caveats, perhaps Democrats’ clearest preenactment failure was in not exercising a rational due diligence in these
highly partisan times, mindfully discussing the “inherently unknowable”
(Bardach 1977, 268) and grasping the “living legislation” reality. It would,
at a minimum, not have been detrimental to appreciate such factors as
macro-level coalitional variables, interpretive feedback mechanisms, how
partisanship might adversely affect self-reinforcing feedback effects and
amplify self-undermining effects, and deck-stacking strategies. With partisanship consistently trumping pragmatism, congressional architects might
have pondered political and legal maneuvers the GOP could utilize to
thwart and sabotage consolidation, exploit potential self-undermining feedback processes, diminish self-reinforcing provisions, and try to kill reform.
Given the ACA’s convoluted history, necessary compromises, unavoidably
fragmented structure, and more, this early recognition might not have
substantially altered the law’s substance; however, it might have encouraged
a mindset that passage presented a beginning in which to proactively seek to
weave the ACA into the fabric of America, rather than the victorious end of a
battle with policies and benefits that would be nearly impossible to eliminate.
This also might have heightened Democrats’ vigilance post-enactment and
expectation of the unexpected, improving their speed and effectiveness in
responding to such matters as delegated governance challenges, inaccurate and
distorted framing, court decisions, the difficulty of issuing regulations in a
hyper-partisan environment, the congressional GOP obstructing technical fixes,
and interest group attacks. Certainly, while in 2018 the ACA’s benefits appear
to actually have established “new expectations” and “gained traction” (Jacobs
and Callaghan 2017, 234–35), the Trump administration and the Republican
House and Senate majorities also repeatedly demonstrate the law’s very precariousness through their continued assaults.
In closing, I underscore that as a preliminary inquiry into legislative
players’ awareness of policy sustainability and implementation issues, this
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article highlights an array of topics warranting further research. First,
as my project represents one case study about a complex social reform of
historic scope and consequence, future analyses might tackle multiple laws
of varying salience in different policy realms to investigate the applicability
of my findings. In this regard, one might surmise that policy makers in
the current Congress and coming Congresses may be even less apt to weigh
the lessons from the “living legislation” perspective—the permanent
campaign, intense partisan polarization, impact of partisanship on the
lawmaking processes that legislators utilize, and congressional capacity,
all diminish the likelihood that congressional actors will heed Bardach’s
advice. Second, it might be beneficial, as well, to conduct interviews prior to
a measure’s passage, immediately after approval, and following commencement of the law’s major provisions. Third, in terms of research design, one
also might review members’ public statements (in committee, on the floor,
in the press, and on social media) for implementation-related references.
Fourth, an inquiry into the opposition’s attention to post-enactment issues
would contribute, too. Is the opposition, for instance, attempting to sow the
seeds for a future battle (perhaps through potentially self-undermining feedback processes) if it fails to prevent an initiative’s adoption? On more partisan issues, particularly where a united minority party faces a determined and
sufficiently unified majority, is the minority more cognizant of the postenactment period where it may have a greater opportunity than in the lawmaking phase to stymie the majority’s goals? Fifth, are there any general differences between how Democrats and Republicans consider and approach
the issues explored here? Given the significance and centrality of matters
relating to a reform’s implementation and sustainability, and Congress’s critical role, these various topics merit scrutiny.
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Notes
1.

2.

Notably, the ACA’s enactment was made possible by “[s]elf-undermining feedback
effects that had been unfolding for several decades within the U.S. health-care system”
(Jacobs and Weaver 2015, 451).
Patashnik and Zelizer also recognize the vacuum this project addresses, and highlight
that the topic “requires greater study” (2013, 1083).
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15.
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For an in-depth analysis of state decisions regarding whether to create exchanges,
see Jones (2017).
While Republicans impacted the administration’s timing, note that the
administration’s broad regulatory decisions also necessarily have included actions
with self-undermining feedbacks—some beneficiaries of pre-existing programs and
associated interest groups perceived loses (Oberlander and Weaver 2015, 49–54).
Shortcomings in administering programs created and magnified further selfundermining feedbacks.
This category includes an Independent who caucused with the Democrats.
Eight interviewees worked in the Senate—six were leadership and committee
aides (e.g., Staff Director, General Counsel, and Senior Health Expert), and two
were staff for senators on pertinent committees. The House interviewees included
five leadership and committee aides (e.g., Chief of Staff, General Counsel,
and Senior Policy Advisor), and three aides to representatives with relevant
committee posts.
The Obama administration’s extensive discussions and negotiations with stakeholders
to gain their support for reform are well documented (e.g., Brill 2015), and are
beyond the scope of this article, which focuses on Congress.
Some GOP-led states also actively discouraged registration on the federal exchange
(Seitz-Wald 2013).
Interestingly, Fowler et al. (2017) have revealed a “partisan perceptual bias” related to
ostensibly neutral marketing of health insurance. Democrats’ favorable opinions of the
ACA increased with greater exposure to insurance ads whereas Republicans’
unfavorable views rose with similar exposure.
In 2010, there were 21 Republican governors, and the GOP controlled 14
state legislatures, 8 were under divided control, and 1 was non-partisan. After
the 2010 election, there were 29 Republican governors and 1 Independent
governor, and the GOP controlled 25 state legislatures, 8 split, and 1 was nonpartisan.
Note that delegated governance had arisen as “a political strategy,” rather than
being “based on any specific beliefs about federalism and the appropriate division
of authority” (McCann 2016, 205).
This is not to suggest, however, that all legislators avoid implementation
politics after enactment—some lawmakers do get involved at this later stage
(Bardach 1977, 7-31).
This listing includes only disputes related to the coverage expansion provisions, the
focus in this article.
Indeed, although not mentioned by respondents, a longer pre-enactment phase might
have endangered passage.
Interestingly, in the initial HELP bill, the exchanges had “staggered starts, based on
when states were ready”; however, because the IRS claimed “this wasn’t workable”
administratively, the committee removed the provision (personal communication,
February 7, 2014). Even if it had remained, though, given that the rolling start dates
began in 2012 (Starr 2013, 22), opponents still had ample time to discourage GOPdominated state participation.
Starr further notes that Democrats appreciated the adverse electoral impact of the
Medicare prescription drug benefit’s passage on the GOP in 2006, and thus wanted
the exchanges to begin after the 2012 election (2013, 155).
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